EMPTY BOWL SPONSORSHIP

SEPTEMBER 22, 2020 | VIRTUAL EVENT

EACH SPONSORSHIP PACKAGE
includes various benefits to the sponsor, and

RECOGNITION FOR PARTICIPATING IN THE ONLY ANNUAL FUNDRAISER FOR GEORGIA MOUNTAIN FOOD BANK.

LAST YEAR'S LUNCHEON had almost 1,000 ATTENDEES, including community business and religious leaders, local and state government officials, and friends and neighbors from throughout our five-county service area.
EMPTY BOWL PRESENTING SPONSOR:  ($10,000)
(exclusive to one organization - FILLED)
Sponsor Benefits: “Top billing” as presenting sponsor on all promotional materials. Login link for Virtual Empty Bowl program and live auction. Inclusion in virtual program. Recognition on social media. Company logo on event program, t-shirt, sponsor banner, website and food box sticker. 20 boxed lunches, t-shirts and bowls delivered to sponsor.

POTTERY OF HOPE SPONSOR:  ($5,000)
Sponsor Benefits: Company logo or name on all Empty Bowl advertising and promotional materials. Login link for Virtual Empty Bowl program and live auction. Inclusion in virtual program. Recognition on social media. 10 boxed lunches, t-shirts and bowls delivered to sponsor.

‘TIL NO ONE IS HUNGRY SPONSOR:  ($3,500)
Sponsor Benefits: Company logo or name on all Empty Bowl advertising and promotional materials. Login link for Virtual Empty Bowl program and live auction. Inclusion in virtual program. Recognition on social media. 10 boxed lunches, t-shirts and bowls delivered to sponsor.

SERVING TOGETHER SPONSOR:  ($1,500)
Sponsor Benefits: Company logo on event program, website, sponsor banner and food box sticker. Login link for Virtual Empty Bowl program and live auction. Inclusion in virtual program. 10 boxed lunches, t-shirts and bowls delivered to sponsor.

A SEAT AT THE TABLE SPONSOR:  ($750)
Sponsor Benefits: Company name listed on website and in program. Login link for Virtual Empty Bowl program and live auction. 10 boxed lunches, t-shirts and bowls delivered to sponsor.

SPONSORS ALSO HAVE the silent anonymous gratitude from the thousands of people who receive food because of your generosity.

PRESENTING SPONSOR
Provides 50,000 MEALS to families in our community

POTTERY OF HOPE SPONSOR
Provides 25,000+ MEALS to families in our community

‘TIL NO ONE IS HUNGRY SPONSOR
Provides 17,000 MEALS to families in our community

SERVING TOGETHER SPONSOR
Provides 7,500 MEALS to families in our community

A SEAT AT THE TABLE SPONSOR
Provides 2,500 MEALS to families in our community

25,000 + meals Provides to families in our community
Pottery of Hope Sponsor
17,000 meals Provides to families in our community
‘Til No One is Hungry Sponsor
7,500 meals Provides to families in our community
Serving Together Sponsor
2,500 meals Provides to families in our community
A Seat at the Table Sponsor

1642 Calvary Industrial Dr SW | Gainesville, GA 30507 | 770.534.4111 | gamountainfoodbank.org